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Table 3: Thermodynamic comparison of two-stage vs. cascade systems
Compressor Model-RPM

System type

Operating
conditions

Capacity in l1W(TR)

Power consumption in kW

kW/TR

Booster - low stage

KC4·650 RPM

-30 ° Ci-5 ° C

100.56 (28.59)

17.36

High stage

KC3-600 RPM

+40 ° C/-10 ° C

128.51

38.34

100.56 (28.59)

55.7

1.948

101.08 (28.74)

45.82

1.5942

Total
Single frame two stage

KC42-650RPM

+40 ° c1-Jo 0 c

We shall consider operating conditions as +40°C saturated
condensing temperature and -30°( saturated suction temperature,
and capacity as 1OOkW at -30°C. For the sake of comparison we
shall consider two-stage KC42 compressor so that the cylinder
ratio is 2:1 and therefore ideal with system C using open interstage
cooling flash cooler.
For the cascade system we shall use KC4 compressor as low
stage booster operating at-30°( evaporating and -S°C condensing
temperature. For high stage we shall select KC3 single stage
°
3-cylinder compressor operating at +40°( condensing and -10 C
evaporating temperature.
The heat exchanger would have thus 5 °( TD (tiT).

Ammonia-C02 Cascade Systems

Since ammonia is generally not used for very low temperatures
°
without encountering vacuum operation (below-33 (), and is not
permitted where public may be exposed to ammonia gas leaks,
systems using ammonia for high stage remotely located in the
plant room and C02 as a secondary coolant in the low stage, cooled
by ammonia in the high stage, are gaining popularity especially for
supermarket applications. This confines ammonia to the machine
room, and thus benefits of high thermodynamic efficiency of
_
ammonia may be derived with relatively low refrigerant charge.
The volu�etric capacity-density of (02 being extremely high _
nearly 8 trmes that of ammonia - makes the system compact and
competitive to install.
The advantage of such a system is that it is thermodynamically
.
effr�rent and uses both the natural environmentally friendly
refrigerants having zero ODP and GWP.

Conclusion

1. Power consumption per ton is lower with single frame
two
stage compressor than with cascade system, because
the latter
has inefficiency due to additional heat exchanger workin
g as
condenser for low stage and evaporator for high stage.
2. Power consumption is nearly 22% higher than two-sta
ge
compressor with open flash cooler.
3. A booster high stage cascade system requires in all 7 cylinde
rs
of the same swept volum e as agains t 6 for two-st
age
compressor.
Thermodynamic comparison, however, would not lead to the
conclusion that two-stage system is always a better alterna
tive
Designers who have gone for cascad e system s have neve;
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regretted the choice; it has other obvious advantages that are
not possible with two staging, such as easier oil management,
simplicity in design, independent circuits, flexibility of compressor
types and selection of different refrigerants as well as selecting
optimum intermediate pressure and temperature levels.
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